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A Note to the Reader 

The following pieces may contain themes relating to sexual assault, 

suicide, disordered eating, mental health, and other sensitive topics. 
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Letter from the Editor 

Dear reader, 

We hope this letter finds you safe and well. We would like to 

welcome you to the seventh edition of Capillaries. This journal 

works within the genre of “narrative medicine,” a movement which 

originally invited healthcare providers and patients to reflect on their 

experiences using writing and art. Since February 2018, we have 

expanded awareness of and participation in narrative medicine at 

UW, encouraging undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, and 

staff from all departments in the humanities and sciences to explore 

the commonalities we share as humans and to understand how both 

objective facts and subjective feelings intertwine in healthcare. Our 

mission is to create a more empathetic community –by facilitating 

dialogue across departments, by providing a space to discuss our 

most vulnerable and often silenced experiences, and by uplifting the 

voices of populations marginalized by our fractured healthcare 

system. 

Now, more than ever, we believe that writing and art have the power 

to help us unpack our experiences and move forward with greater 

resilience. We are living through such unprecedentedly difficult 

times, and it is understandable to feel overwhelmed –with 

trepidation, grief, loneliness, exhaustion, frustration, and the muted 

desperation of having all sense of normalcy evaporate. Yet, 

paradoxically, we find ourselves in the midst of Spring, observing as 

sun rays stream through gaps in gray clouds and as newly emerging 

forms of life struggle but persist in finding their way from soil to air… 

How then, do we continue to bloom? 

Perhaps the answers lie somewhere in the 60 works featured in this 

book. Part I includes narrative prose, poetry, essays, and artwork by 

students from various departments in the UW community –ranging 

from undergraduates in English to Neuroscience to Microbiology to 

graduate students in Education to Epidemiology to Dental Surgery. 

These works explore a range of experiences from before and during 

the pandemic: coping with love and loss, anxiety, shame, suicidal 
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ideation, and sexual assault; coming to terms with one’s personal 

identity; caring for patients in war zones; caring for one’s family and 

for patients during this pandemic; and even engaging in research to 

better understand the human response to PTSD and our capacity 

for resilience. 

Part II is the result of a special collaboration with students and 

faculty from UW’s School of Medicine, namely, Tiffany Jenkins (a 

fourth-year medical student and rising family medicine resident 

physician), Dr. Arthur Ginsberg, Dr. Andrea Kalus, and Dr. Benji 

Perin. Together, they organized and developed a new course for 

medical students entitled “The Brain, Grief, and The Healing 

Power of Poetry.” Part II thus features poems written by students 

from this course focusing on grief. The details of the class –the 

impetus and the mission– are covered in the Foreword to Part II.  

We would like to extend our deepest gratitude to those who shared 

their stories in this Spring 2020 special-edition journal, providing 

our community with an important and timely opportunity to learn 

from one another about how we cope with and grow from difficult 

circumstances. Our hope especially is that these stories provide you, 

dear reader, with the realization –and the solace– that despite our 

physical separation and isolation, you are truly not alone. 

May you all continue to bloom, 

The Capillaries Editorial Team 

Alice Ranjan 

Miriam Mayhle 

Nikki Talebi 

Jiana Ugale 

Mariya Haveliwala 
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i see you... summer 
By Rachel Reed  
English Major 

i see you in my dreams, 

i see you when i can't breathe, 

i see you when the weight in my chest 

is too heavy 

i think of you, 

on golden afternoons, 

on gray afternoons, 

and on bright blue 

mornings 

or starry blue nights 

you are the wind 

that blows the leaves and shakes 

trees 

you toss my hair back, 
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you fill my lungs 

time takes 

you, 

takes that summer, 

time grips me, 

takes me 

away from, 

then 

though i will not recover, 

i will remember, 

i will hold on, 

to you 
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Pandemic “Stages of Grief”  
By Emily Gibson  
RN, BSN, MPH Candidate 

 
Denial - 

It’s February of 2020, and I am that person saying: this will turn out 

just like the flu, wash your hands, everybody calm down. My partner 

and I are doing the dishes after dinner. “I’m kind of excited to go in 

tomorrow,” I say, “I want to see what all of the fuss is about.” I hand 

him a plate to dry and he rolls his eyes, “You were meant to be an 

ER nurse.” “I know, I know,” I laugh.  

 

Then the reports worsen, and the numbers climb. I see a headline 

about the Chinese doctor, Li Wenliang, who passed away. “Did you 

hear?” my mom asks me, “He was a young man, in his 30s.” He 

must have had a lot of other medical issues I think, or he was a 

smoker. I don’t look into it because I don’t want to know. 

 

At work the following morning, I put on my PPE and focus on the 

task at hand. Then during my break I read about two Chinese 

women, both 29, a nurse and a doctor. Both contracted COVID-19. 

Don’t read this, I say to myself as I click on the article. I can’t stop, 

can’t tear my eyes away. Both healthy. Both hospitalized. One didn’t 

make it. She had a partner, a daughter, and they had just been on 

vacation. She was improving then she got worse, and they couldn’t 

save her. I am 29. I look at their photographs and see myself 

reflected in their faces. 

  

Shock – 

I feel like I’m in a dream. Social distancing mandates are being put 

in place in Washington and the rules are changing every day. My 

partner is scared, my parents are scared, and my friends are scared. 

I keep it together; if they know I’m scared too that will only make 

things worse. 

  

Anger – 

Every time I read the news, I feel my stomach churn. Why did I 

ignore the warning signs? How could we, as a nation, have so much 

pride to assume we would not be impacted the same way as other 
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countries? Why isn’t the Federal Government doing more to stop 

the spread? Why don’t we have enough masks, gowns, and 

ventilators? 

Anxiety – 

I can’t shut off my mind and the intrusive thoughts come at me like 

a whirlwind. There are so many unknowns. I wonder when the 

storm will hit and if Seattle is doing enough. I wonder if I can trust 

the CDC to keep me safe at work, when their guidelines keep 

changing. I wonder how to keep my partner safe from my exposure. 

My co-workers are stoic, focused. Not a crew that gets emotional 

very often. I look around at them, many of whom are in high-risk 

categories, thinking that some of us may not make it through the 

weeks that lie ahead.  

Bargaining – 

It won’t be me. It won’t be us. My nurse friends reach out to me; 

some are home sick and waiting for their test swab results. One of 

them tells me, “I’ve never been so scared.” 

Depression – 

Thousands of healthcare workers have fallen ill across the world. 

My roommate asks if there is somewhere else I can live, or if I can 

just not go to work for a while - he is worried about his health. I 

look at him, confused. “I have to go to work,” I say, “This is my job, 

my colleagues are out there risking their lives.” I don’t have 

anywhere else to stay; I feel like a burden. Unclean, a walking 

vector. He decides to move out until this all blows over. I sit on the 

bed and cry. “I’m scared, but I have to go to work,” I say. My 

partner holds me and nods, “I understand,” he says, looking out the 

window. 

I have helped intubate more patients than I can count, but I have 

never felt this close to being intubated myself. I think about how I 

will feel if my partner gets this virus because of my exposure at work. 

I imagine how much I would hate being an ICU patient. I imagine 

saying goodbye to my partner as he drops me off at the hospital 

knowing he won’t be able to visit me, knowing my family won’t be 
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able to say goodbye to me if I don’t make it. I imagine my eulogy. I 

realize how incredibly privileged I am, that I have never really 

thought this much about my own mortality before, about the fragility 

of my life. 

Acceptance – 

I see headlines about healthcare workers dying, but this time it’s 

New York, Georgia, and Seattle, much closer to home. I decide to 

stop reading the news. In some ways, I’m back to where I started. I 

don’t want to know. I want to do each of them justice by mourning 

them individually, but there are too many. I remember the mantra 

that I cling to when trying to make meaning of difficult moments at 

work – life is only precious because it is finite. Somehow this logic 

doesn’t feel enough right now.  

Every day my email is flooded with messages from nursing 

organizations. We are running out of personal protective 

equipment. During my training I was told to aim for the gold 

standard. Now I’m being asked to forget everything I know, to settle, 

to compromise. 

I look at videos of nurses in Chinese hospitals putting on their 

equipment – layers and layers of material between them and the 

virus. I put on my flimsy plastic gown and surgical mask and catch a 

glimpse of myself in the window of my patient’s room – my back, 

legs, neck, hair, ears, and face, all exposed. I am right next to them, 

leaning up against their bed as I place the swab carefully in their 

nose. I apologize as I watch tears trickle from their eyes from the 

discomfort of the test. I give their hand a supportive squeeze with 

my gloved fingers, and then internally reprimand myself for making 

unnecessary contact. This is the fifth patient I have tested for 

COVID-19 today. We won’t get the test results back fast enough 

for me to find out if any of my patients are positive or not before I 

go home.  

I change into clean scrubs before I leave the hospital, and when I get 

home I walk straight to the shower. It’s 4:30 am when I climb into 

bed. When I wake up a few hours later I feel a tickle in the back of 

my throat. Lying next to my partner I wonder, am I carrying the 
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virus already, did I give it to him? I try to shake it off. I can’t do this 

every day, I tell myself, this isn’t sustainable. This uncertainty, this 

unease at the base of my stomach, this is my new normal.  

 

I am an ER nurse. I have been spat on, kicked, punched, and 

screamed at. I had a patient look at me with a smirk in his eye and 

tell me he wanted to kill me. I had a patient pull a knife out of his 

backpack when I was alone with him in an exam room. I have had 

some truly terrible, scary days at work. Yet, nothing has prepared 

me for this. Making sacrifices of my own safety is one thing. I am 

making peace with my own risk, with my own chance of dying due 

to inadequate protective equipment (because no matter what the 

CDC says, if healthcare workers are dying around the world then 

whatever protection we are using is not enough). What I cannot 

come to terms with is the thought that I am now a vector, my body a 

potentially deadly weapon. That for every shift in the hospital, the 

chance I will unknowingly transfer this virus to someone else is very 

real. This is not what I signed up for. This I still cannot accept. 
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Sandcastles (a Self-Reflection) 
By Nikolaus Bautista 
English Major  
 

When you meet one person on the Autism Spectrum, you 

meet one person on the Autism Spectrum. When you put many 

together in one room, depending on each person’s lived experience- 

it can be as vicious as the dreadnought guns at Jutland, and fruitless 

as Verdun. The same can be said for many experiences in life. 

When life batters you (but still are you yourself, in-spite of the 

battering), it is escape in the little things that are what you relish the 

most. Doing your banking in-person, getting a slice of pizza at your 

favorite parlor, or even going out for a jaunt to a park just to sit and 

admire the passing day. Savoring these little things makes you 

appreciate, but doesn’t help you realize what you take for granted, 

until it’s all taken away from you, collapsing like a child’s sandcastle 

in the tide. For anyone, this can be a rude awakening, life-altering, 

and devastating. For a person on the Autism Spectrum, who’s 

strived to lead a normal life, to have the little things, as well as the 

big things taken away, it’s everything anyone else feels, but 

magnified. By the wiring of the mind, and the effort put into 

working towards a normal and cohesive life, felt wasted, in the 

depths of the aftermath. 

 

***** 

 

Burdens are heavy in each life, but nothing worth doing has 

ever been easy; you know, it don’t come easy. The stresses of a life 

of a student, dutiful caregiver son, and trying to navigate life. 

Somehow though, you take a day for yourself, to go on an 

adventure, but be home in time to put your Grandfather to sleep, 

thinking that you’ll have time-a-plenty to have a good time- restoring 

yourself to carry the honorable burdens once more. All you’re really 

left with, are vivid- fading memories, photographs of John Lennon’s 

Roma Gypsy Rolls-Royce, a belt you bought because you forgot to 

put one on that Sunday morning, and lament of times that could 

have been. The burdens you carry, feel heavier when a place was so 

close, but now so distant. Nothing is promised, nothing is given, 

nothing lasts forever on this mortal coil (maybe the rest of forever 
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though, because forever means not only tomorrow, but today, 

yesterday, and the day before). 

 

Scared by stepping out into public when your family is all at 

high-risk, you stay inside, swinging from mood to mood, as days turn 

into weeks, then months, then Catch-22s. The Governor cancels 

and closes everything until the middle of May- without phasing to 

protect people- not only from disease, but depression, vice, and all 

the ills that people face when their lives are shattered. People need 

purpose, to feel alive, and not a waste of space. Cures should never 
be worse than Diseases; destitution should never be the side-effects. 
Somewhere, there’s a short story of a family who spent a week in a 

fallout shelter for practice, during the Cold War. That’s what we are 

now- cooped-up in our shelters. For a normal person, taking 

precautions on a grocery run- is reality. For a person on the Autism 

Spectrum, whose burden and honor, is to care for vulnerable loved-

ones, nothing short of an Apollo Spacesuit- like one seen in-person 

years before, would get me out of the house. Agoraphobia- is the 

latest form of Anxiety- to creep forth into the mind.  

 

Anxiety has been a constant- in that it is always there- present 

and accounted for. Anxiety varies- manifesting in over-thinking, in 

fear, in many other forms too. In the mind of a person on the 

Autism Spectrum, it’s magnified due to the wiring being different, 

and how life experiences shaped a person’s mind. Agoraphobia and 

Germaphobia- guilt that could result, Anxiety’s gained a new flavor-

of-the-month. One that destroys no matter how you slice it up. You 

can only ride the waves and tides of this reality, as you can’t beat 

anxiety, but for rolling with the flow, not letting it rule your mind. 

 

***** 

 

I can only wonder what a child on the Spectrum today, 

experiences with this moment in time? I find myself sending 

activities from railroad museums, to the parents of one such child, 

who reminds me a lot of myself when I was his age. Maybe, what we 

need is the hope and optimism of a child, to weather this storm, for 

this too shall pass, but if we have not hope, we surely will drown in 

our panic and despair. When you meet one person on the Autism 
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Spectrum, you meet one person, but sometimes, you see 

commonalities, you see some of your own self (if blessed), and that 

gives you hope, of better todays and tomorrows. 

 

When life batters you, what can you do? Are we like the 

cheap body shop slathers on the lead and Bondo to fix the sheet 

metal of cars? Or are we like the old master bodyman, who pounds 

out the dents and dings gently, works new metal with an English 

Wheel, and maybe a wooden buck form, when metal can’t be 

repaired, and takes the time to make things right? Bondo and lead, 

separate from car bodies with age- a quick patch job, never lasts. 

Good work lasts long. 

 

***** 

  

I wondered as of late, how people similar to me, have been 

handling this time, and will handle the aftermath. In times to come, 

there will be much written about this time, from medical studies, to 

personal accounts. When you meet one person on the Autism 

Spectrum, you meet one person on the Autism Spectrum. These 

times are battering us all; we miss the little things, as well as the large 

things we savor. Everything feels like a crumbling sandcastle in the 

tide. While everyone is suffering in their own situation; some have it 

more magnified, more intense- than it really is, because that’s how 

their mind is set-up to process what is going on around them. 

 

For everyone, this is a strange time, this Spring of 2020. 

Many are pushed to their limits, with life turned on its head and all. 

For this writer, this author, it’s forced my hand to do something I’ve 

dragged my heels on for too long… It’s made me face myself. This 

strange, almost rambling introspective, has made me realize that life 

is an amazing experience, but when the rug’s ripped-out from under 

you, you’re left to pick-up the pieces and make sense of it all, asking 

“why?” People can help, but you’re the ultimate one in control. 

Some people let repeated falls make them bitter. Some people can’t 

handle the falls, turning to the destitutions of illicit vices, or worse – 

never getting up at all again. Cures can’t be worse than the Illness, 
and thus we must be wary of our own brinks, in this strange time. 
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As the sand settles, you’re left to face yourself; I have written 

much about my experiences for Capillaries, but not much about 

myself, Autism (Asperger’s for me), and the experience of it. Facing 

myself, Autism, Anxiety, and the other magnified moods and 

emotions- amidst this crisis - has been life-changing. This time is a 

resetting for all of us, despite the alien-ness and surrealness of it all. 

We can only hope- that we come out of this time, people who are 

wiser, stronger, more understanding, and more whole and at peace 

with ourselves, in this time of rebirth, reassessment, renewal, and 

reflection - the Spring of 2020. 

 

***** 

 

My closing thought is that the Sun always rises again – even if 

there are clouds, rain, storms, et cetera. A little light peers through 

to show that it is really day. The cohesiveness and normality that 

everyone has built for each their own self, can be built again - and 

better, in good time, at each’s own pace. Don’t try to patch things 

too fast, or they will come apart just as quickly; make it last. Have 

faith in yourself to do so; you’ll soon be able to savor all that is life 

again, despite shifting sands. If you know someone on the Autism 

Spectrum, struggling through this time, the best support you can give 

to them, is to listen - hear them out, be empathetic, understanding, 

and reassure them that there is a tomorrow, and today’s troubles 

shall pass. Be there, and be present; it’s tough yes, but already, you 

know it don’t come easy. 
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Producing Light, Reflecting Light
By Dallin DeGraffenried
Associate of Science, Bachelor of Arts (painting emphasis) 
Doctorate of Dental Surgery Candidate  
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Dear December  
By Nina McCloud  
Neuroscience Major  
 

In January, you will read the news with a growing sense of 

apprehension. You will check on your friends in other countries: in 

France, in Taiwan, in Canada, as they begin to report a growing 

number of cases. But you will also prepare for the first of your 

midterms, determined to not let this quarter be a repeat of the last.  

 

You have your first course within your highly competitive 

major, and you try not to show how much you’re struggling, try not 

to let the talk of internships and research positions rattle around 

inside of your head. You go to every lecture. You’re worried about 

lab. The closet in your bedroom is warm, and you plant a handful of 

seeds in shallow trays to get a head start on spring, though the 

ground is still frozen. The news of the first reported case in the 

United States breaks on January 20th , in the county next to yours. 

You will think of your 95-year-old grandfather, just a few miles away.  

 

In February, you will take your first wave of exams, and then 

the second. You lose your footing somewhere in between, and you 

fall, hard. You think about your peers, about curves, about averages 

and standard deviations, about how everyone else is your 

competition, and how you seem to be losing before the race has 

even started. A 61-year-old woman attends the Shincheonji Church 

of Jesus in Daegu, South Korea four times and spreads the newly 

named COVID-19 to at least 37 people.  

 

There is a snowstorm, and you will beg to any higher power 

within earshot to cancel the classes you’re drowning in. You’re 

desperate to sleep, but you stay awake until three in the morning, 

just to stumble out of bed at six. The night has carved deep, dark 

circles under your eyes. You wonder how you’ll ever get into 

medical school. You would do anything to stop. To rest. You don’t 

want a vacation, or a distraction. You want permission to take this 

weight off of your shoulders. You want permission to breathe, to 

think. To live, without the guilt of responsibility and the specter of 

expectation looming over you. The seedlings in your closet emerge, 
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unfurling. On the last day of February, the United States records its 

first death.  

 

You wonder how long you’ll still be on campus, before in-

person lectures are cancelled six days into March. You still have 

finals, and projects, and reports. You can’t justify the waste of time 

and energy to move the plants in your closet to a patch of land 

outside. They stretch desperately towards the meager source of light 

above them, and they grow too tall to stand on their own. They keel 

over, and the soil dries; they tangle over one another in thin, web-

like strands of the palest green. The meager semblance of control 

you’ve painstakingly built for yourself is unbearably fragile.  

 

The quarter will end, and the world will announce a 

pandemic. Your mother will send you off to your apartment with 

food and hand sanitizer, but you will not see her soon. Hers is the 

last embrace you’ll feel for weeks, for months. Italy locks itself down 

entirely. South Korea is testing hundreds of thousands of people, 

and the United States is testing hundreds. We all reevaluate the 

meaning of “essential.”  

 

You won’t know what to do with yourself at first. Your spring 

quarter is online, and summer will be, too. Internships and research 

jobs are being cancelled as far out as the fall. You’re still a scientist, 

and you can’t help thinking like one – you know this will last longer 

than the summer, than the fall, than the winter. You panic, over lost 

opportunity, over lost experience, over lost life. Your to-do list is 

now to stay at home, to keep six feet apart, and then to wear a mask 

in public. But there are blank spaces to fill with something new.  

 

Do you remember hobbies? You will. You will remember 

what it’s like to do something entirely for yourself in the moment 

again, not for a line on a resume, a cover letter, a college 

application. For the joy of learning, doing, creating, of being, without 

a faceless audience to judge you for what you could present as a 

cross-section of your holistic self, painstakingly tailored to curry 

favor. You will remember how to eat, how to sleep, how to read. 

You will walk past the shelf of MCAT books you’ll tell yourself to 
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open, and you won’t feel like you’ve jeopardized the fate of the 

human race when you don’t. You’ll play games alone with your 

friends, trapped in their own apartments in Paris and New York and 

down the street, and you’ll swap pictures of your blossoming springs. 

 

There will be time in the near future where our 

responsibilities to each other extend past social distancing, past 

directing a neighbor to the store you last saw eggs at, past passing a 

disinfected handful of masks to an essential worker. This quiet, 

urgent pause will soon erupt into something more revolutionary, 

and far more demanding, as a virus reveals the cracks in global 

expectation. You were granted permission to stop, but one day the 

world will start again.  

 

But for now, in April, this: you will press your hands into 

dark, spongy soil, packing it down enough to support the new weight 

of a small but stocky tomato plant, newly procured from a local 

nursery. You will peel off your gloves and sit under the shade of a 

magnolia tree in full bloom. Its enormous, encircling limbs wrap 

protectively above and around you. They form a canopy of low-

hanging branches, embroidered with bright green leaves and whorls 

of bubblegum-pink petals. You will stop for a moment to look up 

into a kaleidoscope of color and streaks of sunlight. And you will 

take out a pen and paper and write yourself a letter. 
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Masking Signs 
By Melanie Langa  
UW Medical Student, Year 2, Seattle Foundations Site 

 
Hoodies are in style these days 

But we’re still not talking about Trayvon Martin. 

(RIP) 

The police are fining people without masks 

For covering too little of themselves 

For public (white) safety. 

What a difference four months makes. 

Muslim and black bodies 

Have for too long known these symbols of health 

As symbols of oppression 

And we’ve never tried to trace those cases before... 

Maybe we’ll understand those other Americans’ 

Desire to hide 

Now that we’re all afraid. 

How can it be this dead virus that finds ways to expose 

All our vital cracks 

Jagged, open, persistent—living on surfaces for more than three days. 
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New Medicine 
By Melanie Langa  
UW Medical Student, Year 2, Seattle Foundations Site 
 

1: August 

 

I think I left my patience 

On I-94 

Between Medora and Beach N.D. 

Or my media consumption 

Sucked it dry. 

Day zero in N. America. 

 

I hear myself too late 

And hear your echo 

Too. 

And I pretend it’s 

Effortless. 

(That’s a challenge.) 

And then you ask 

Advice 

About a mammogram, 

Because you’re scared. 

Dad won’t listen. 

Your rant about the 

Cancer center reminds me 

I’m (em)pathetic. 

 

2: September 

 

I’m watching the man by the bus 

Stop 

Squirt Heinz yellow mustard 

On the ground. 

 

What does it say that I want to understand why, 

But not how 

His brain suggests that? 
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And I’m busy thinking, 

So I don’t say anything. 

 

What I want to say deserves amplification (maybe) 

But not the cAMP variety 

And yet somehow that’s what 

I’m pondering. 

 

3: October 

 

It was the next day 

Before realizing 

I didn’t call on your birthday 

I was (busy)… 

(but not all day) 

 

4) November 

 

I put my fingers on her 

Throat. (Thyroid?) 

Pads sensing for 

Nodules. 

Asked her to swallow 

And felt nothing 

(wrong) 

And smiled with the 

Gravitas of (it) all. 

But really, I wasn’t sure. 

Are any of us ever? 

 

And I thought about how I could tell her 

Anything. 

And she’d go to the clinic 

Missing work, 

And raising (y)our national debt. 
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My fingers were still 

At her throat 

I looked down: 

Concern(ed) 

 

She looked back, 

And asked if I was okay. 

I couldn’t help but think 

I wasn’t 

If she had to ask. 

 

5) December 

 

How are all the bits 

And pieces 

Named? 

I’m glad I know what the nasal bones look like. 

 

“That sure is something.” 

 

Today I counted cranial nerves 

On the floor of a skull 

And also there was a 

School shooting. 

Will knowing foramina help then? 
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Little boy  
By Rachel Kubiak 
PhD Candidate in Epidemiology  

 

Little boy, 

little baby. 

Straddling this line on uncertain legs. 

It’s your first birthday. 

 

You’ve always smiled easily 

without a second thought 

at each day’s gifts – 

springing grass under your palm 

the dried hairs atop an onion 

a soft red ball 

a friendly greeting. 

You have loved this world 

cheerfully 

easily 

since before you could see it. 

When all you knew were muted voices and my heartbeat, 

you kicked and tumbled in delight. 

I wanted to do more to bring forth your smile today, 

more sweetness for your soft arms to hold, 

joy multiplied through others’ company. 

 

But it’s just us. 

 

We celebrate you 

with floating, shiny balloons 

and rainbow sprinkled cupcakes. 

Happy birthday to you! 

You test this brilliant, sticky sweetness carefully, 

then dive face first into the buttercream. 

I hug your soft, sweet baby body, 

you little lump of love. 

We bathe you in warm, flowing water, 

blow bubbles, and splash. 

I wrap you in a towel 
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and every bit of me that I can fold around you. 

You nurse eagerly 

(an intimate privilege that is still yours) 

and rest. 

 

Anticipating your day, 

I mourned the little losses. 

Now, I’m thankful. 

The sweetnesses stayed. 
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(Re)awakening 
By Beatrice DeBelen 
Master’s of Education in Leadership in Higher Education 
 

I threw up all the truth that was 

hiding deep inside me. 

I’ve been weighed down for 

too long. 

Weighed down by the burden, 

by the secrets of my past. 

I was swallowed up by a typhoon 

and spit out 

buried under layers and layers of shame 

and a physical manifestation 

of my childhood wounds carried into my adulthood. 

I’ve cried an ocean of salty tears 

unwinding a tale of trauma, 

unraveling the thread 

holding me back 

from confronting the reality 

that I was... 

but I am... 

and now I know... 

recovery is possible. 
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About the piece 

 

Healing from trauma is possible. This poetry piece connects to the 

awakening stages of recovery for survivors of sexual assault, 

especially women of color. Attending college/university is an 

important milestone for many students. Unfortunately, women on 

college campuses have a 1 in 5 risk of experiencing sexual violence. 

Making assumptions and generalizing the experiences of Southeast 

Asian college female survivors overlooks the reality of the physical, 

emotional, and psychological needs of survivors. It isolates and 

silences the voices of those harmed, and renders the complex 

narratives of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) 

survivors invisible. AAPIs are less likely to seek out mental health 

services and have the lowest rates of mental healthcare utilization 

across the broad ethnic groups (Gomez, 2017). 
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Recipe for Meaningful Embrace 
By Alex Zhu 
Neuroscience Major, Comparative History of Ideas Minor 
 

Pour off some soft summer supper  

Onto a table outside. Sprinkle with firefly bulbs  

Invite all your friends, greet them at the doorbell  

Infuse the night with minty laughter and steamy spirits  

Stir the whole thing with a homeless man at the fence  

Make sure you add one handgun and some shouting  

Restrain from making any sudden movements 

This is where the recipe is easily spoiled  

Some friends will simmer with disgust, leak fear  

Here is where you must diffuse a warm welcome  

“Please, won't you join us for a glass of wine?” you add  

Give the man some time to marinate  

Let him join you, pour him a glass, and watch his eyebrows tender up 

He’ll release a refreshing “damn," you've almost done it right 

“I haven't had wine like this in a long time,” he'll gently bubble up  

The tension should dissolve by then, and you'll be ready to serve  

A touching tale of understanding, and what went right that night  
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Spoken Word for Humanities in Medicine  
By Kevin Pu 
BA in Neuroscience and Science in Human Culture from 

Northwestern University, current UW Medical Student,  

Year 1 
 

This is my memory of disappointing him. 

  

Late at night, I’m alone. The moon’s dim glow struggles to 

illuminate our kitchen where 

I’m…hiding? 

I’m sheltered? 

Finally, the day’s over. 

I reach for the windowsill, for the cigarettes that I had paid for 

almost by instinct, 

For the lighter, the flame that soothes my exhausted mind. 

  

I flick it—fftsss. 
Take a drag. 

Close my eyes. 

I can feel the past twenty-four hours begin to fade: 

Pandering to ravenous, drunk clients, 

smiling for smiling family, can’t they see that I’m trying, 

shaming myself when I forget the names of my son’s friends, 

Matthew Tae Iris Avi, I can’t even remember which of these names 

are supposed to be feminine or masculine, 

I swear I care, son, 

My son 

My son walks in 

“Ba?” 

The kitchen lights flood us, bathe me in their warmth, bathe me in 

the gaze of his disappointed eyes. 

  

I thought it was that I hadn’t been there for you lately or ever, 

though you’ve always told 

me I have been, 

Until one day, the day before you go back to America, you send me 

a long message on WeChat: 

“When Grandpa died of lung cancer, I knew I had to say something 
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I want to spend as much time on this earth with you as I can. 

You can quit smoking. I know you can!” 

And each word is an arrow, fletched with love and nocked against a 

bow strung with desperation, 

Homed into the softest parts of my soul. 

  

Son, you couldn’t possibly know how hard it is, could you? I’m 

alone. 

  

This is my memory of scaring him. 

  

Late at night, I’m alone. I can’t sleep. 

I thought nights like this were over since I retired, but tonight feels 

different. 

My chest feels different. 

Something’s squeezing, something’s not right, I tumble out of bed 

into the darkness, I run for the light, I run for the car keys, 

thankfully even in Beijing the roads are clear at three a.m., I get to 

the hospital, they tell me I have a significantly narrowed zuo qian 

jiang zhi, and right then I thank all my ancestors that it was just my 

heart 

 

Because it wasn’t lung cancer. 

It wasn’t the cigarettes. 

It wasn’t me. 

  

Later, my wife tells me to expect a call from our son. 

Son, I wish you knew how my heart tightened, how my body froze, 

how I began to sweat, when I saw your name light up my phone 

screen and knew I had to face you. How can I be so proud to 

witness your courage, yet so afraid to confront your fear? 

You tell me, “I’m not worried, Dad, don’t worry,” 

But 

Son, 

I know you must be scared, 

Because you’re studying these things in school right now, the same 

things Mom studied before I met her and fell in love. 

I know you inherited her poker voice, too. 

And what I know will scare you even more, 
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What I can’t manage to cough, cough, cough up, is that 

The doctors told me it WAS me. It IS the cigarettes. 

And I don’t know if I can do anything about that. 

  

This is my latest memory. 

  

Late at night, I’m home, with you and your mom. America, home? 

This might be the first time I’ve felt this way, because decades of 

working for an American company didn’t magically turn English 

into my native language, but finally, I’ve retired, you’ve moved back, 

and maybe this really is starting to feel like home. 

You come up to my bedroom, and I think you’re wishing me a good 

night. Maybe you brought me a bottle of water. I always ask you for 

one before I go to sleep. 

No--instead, you’ve come armed for battle, 

with scientific papers and a brainstormed list of ideas for how I, no, 

you said we, WE 

can do this together. 

We—I can quit. 

And, you brought water. 

  

I shed my fears, maybe because you’ve shed yours, maybe because 

now, I’m not alone. 

Your check-ins and questions and advice no longer feel like 

opportunities for me to disappoint you and scare you. 

They are lifelines for me to remember that decades of being your 

father have made me—us—stronger than we realized. 

  

As you left my room, you told me it’s okay to falter, and that each 

day can be a new chance to reaffirm my health. 

Son, as I write this, it has already been four weeks since I smoked a 

cigarette. I can do it. We know I can. 
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Mentorship 
By Emily Gibson  
RN, BSN, MPH candidate 
 

He is the definition of steady. I spot him across the parking lot 

through the thick plastic that forms the door of our COVID tent. 

The beard he was trying to grow for so long now begrudgingly 

trimmed, N-95 compliant. I try to exhale softly as my face shield 

fogs up, blurring my vision. He sees me and his face opens up. 

 

He walks closer, making a circle with his arms as if to hug me from 

the other side of the “hot zone.” I repeat the gesture, my plastic 

gown crinkling, gloves sticking as I touch my hands together. 

 

I have still never seen him flustered. He was calm two years ago as 

he carried the young girl from the ER lobby to the stretcher, her 

body limp and heavy. Calm as he called for help, running her back 

to the trauma bay, stretcher wheels spinning.  

 

“You got this,” he told me, resting a broad gloved hand on my arm, 

making eye contact even though there was no time, before running 

back to the triage room. 
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It’s like a parasite in one hand  
By Claire Meniktas  
English Major 

... 

 

It’s like a parasite in one hand 

And a virus in the other 

So I walk the line of my spine 

Without a parachute in my pack 

 

I don’t need a savior right now. 

 

A parasite in one hand 

An immune response in the other 

What a poor self-destructive soul 

I’m soon to swell and forget 

 

Perforin in one hand 

And a virus in the other 

Using me to make something better 

She’s very smart (virus talking) 

But I’m still losing 

 

If you had the thing in your hand that could do the killing 

Would you use it? 

 

Count to ten parasite, 

I promise it won’t feel so big 

Suffocate your blessings 

Starting after me 

 

Find your confidence dear virus 

Or put my body to good reason 

Use my fingertips 

To remind me where you’ve been 

 

They both melt into my palms 

And pulse through my blood 

You don’t need a parachute to swim 

You just need to hold your breath 
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Is it Just a Dream? 
By Nisha BK 
Neuroscience Major  
                                          
As I sit facing down,  

Listening to myself read about the misfortune of those like me,  

I feel a sense of guilt haunts my heart,  

The endless feeling of remorse towards the actions of the ones 

I love the most, hurt me.  

“Why is it?” I think to myself,  

That I can not find happiness in these moments 

That others see as a fortune.  

I close my eyes and see puzzle pieces  

That are scattered on the floor,  

Waiting for someone to pick them up,  

And start putting them together.  

I want to oh so desperately extend my hands  

And piece together the pieces,  

But I can not do so,  

I see them disappear.  

If I do not act soon enough,  

They will be gone forever.  

I wake up from the dream and start looking for the pieces,  

A new hope rekindles in my heart to find what was once lost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Thunder Creek 
By Emily Roskey 
Master's Candidate in UW's School of Social Work
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Grief in the Time of Coronavirus  
By Courtney   
UW Graduate Student  
 

My grandmother passed away nearly two weeks ago now. In January, 

she was diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer. She had metastases to 

her brain, liver, and spine.  

 

My family is very large. My grandmother was one of four siblings, 

my mother one of seven, my stepfather one of two, and I am one of 

five. Because of the pandemic, my family has not been able to grieve 

as we normally would. Before this, people would have been flooding 

into the house from all over the country to say their last goodbyes. 

The house would be loud and filled with food and love. We would 

have a musical procession a là New Orleans style down the street to 

honor my grandmother. Memories, hugs and tears would all be 

shared.  

 

This time everything is different. I am lucky that I was able to spend 

her last two weeks with her during quarantine. But my brothers 

could not come see grandma to say goodbye. My grandmother’s 

brothers could not see her to say goodbye. No one was able to see 

her to say goodbye. And she could not see anyone to say goodbye. 

And now that she has passed, no one can come to our house to 

grieve with us. The house is quiet and empty. The normal grief 

process has been interrupted for my family.  

 

Throughout it all, my family has been trying to see the positive. My 

grandma was one of the fortunate ones who died with loved ones 

around her. So many people are passing away alone right now. We 

took comfort in knowing we made the socially responsible decision 

to continue with social distancing in our small effort to help prevent 

more people from passing away alone.  

 

With thousands of people losing loved ones daily, pervasive job loss 

and financial uncertainty, food insecurity in every corner, and daily 

life as we know it fundamentally changed, there is so much for 

everyone to grieve. And, in a cruel and ironic twist, just when the 

world is experiencing one of its most trying periods in decades, the 
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coronavirus has prevented us from being able to physically reach for 

each other. Quarantine, social distancing measures, and the fear of 

spreading a deadly virus have changed the way in which people are 

able to grieve. What does the grieving process look like in the time 

of coronavirus?  

 

My family is figuring it out as we go, like so many others. This week, 

it looks like slowing down and creating space for self-care. It looks 

like a daily family walk around the lake, stopping to smell the 

flowers and large twenty-person family Zoom sessions. No one 

knows what the future holds. But I think the world will need to take 

time to process the collective grief together. 
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i blinded the cyclops 
By Rachel Reed  
English Major 

 

you are the waves 

of the ocean 

of my home 

 

duplicitous you are 

captivating surface 

the undertow underneath 

pulls me under 

 

the salty smell of the ocean 

the wind and crashing waves 

have kept me here 

for years 

 

if athene allows it 

i will come home 
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Understanding Symptoms of PTSD through 

Neural Interactions in the Hippocampus 
By Bryce Kan 
Molecular, Cellular, & Developmental Biology Major 

 
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a widespread 

disorder that diminishes the quality of life for millions of adults 

annually. 3.6% of U.S adults suffered from PTSD in the past 

year.[1] Symptoms of PTSD include flashbacks and unwanted 

memories in those who have suffered a traumatic experience. 

Research labs across the world are working diligently on 

understanding the interactions between brain regions affected by 

PTSD, with much of its effects still unclear. My interest in PTSD 

research was sparked during my time as a volunteer at the 

Livermore Veterans Affair Hospital. Through patient interactions, I 

witnessed the firsthand effects of PTSD. As many patients struggled 

with anxiety and fear, it became clear that PTSD diminished the 

quality of the patients’ lives. Witnessing the trauma these patients 

endure on a daily basis motivated me to understand PTSD on a 

neurological level. As an aspiring neuroscience researcher, I am 

honored to have the opportunity to work in Dr. Bruchas’s lab on 

understanding the neural interactions associated with PTSD. 

 

As there is not much scientific literature about the specific 

neural mechanisms of PTSD, my graduate student mentor, Eric 

Zhang, and I are working on understanding the interactions between 

two specific brain regions in a mouse model: locus coeruleus (LC) 

and dentate gyrus (DG). Both regions are crucial for understanding 

the neural interactions of PTSD as they are associated with many of 

its symptoms. The LC is responsible for modulating anxiety and 

arousal while the DG is responsible for memory formation and 

recall. The LC does this by releasing norepinephrine (NE) during a 

state of anxiety or arousal. NE is a neurotransmitter, a chemical 

messenger that sends signals to other neurons. 

 

To study these interactions, we compare the behavior of wild 

type mice with transgenic (genetically modified) mice that express 

Cre-recombinase in specific cell types. Cre-recombinase is a protein 
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that has the ability to manipulate the expression of other 

proteins/genes. I insert a virus that only expresses a light-sensitive 

protein called Channel rhodopsin (ChR2) when interacting with 

Cre-recombinase. In this case, only the transgenic mice will express 

ChR2 since wild type mice lack Cre-recombinase. To stimulate the 

expression of ChR2, I implant a fiber-optic cable that passes light to 

the LC, activating the release of norepinephrine. Stimulating cells 

via light probes gives us the ability to selectively control the release 

of norepinephrine in specific cell types. 

 

After allowing the injected virus to incubate and fully 

express, we place both groups of mice into two distinct containers – 

one where they receive a shock, and another where they do not. 

Since these containers are distinct, the mice’s ability to recall which 

container they received the shock in is tested. We can then analyze 

the results to determine whether norepinephrine release from the 

LC impairs memory formation and recall in the DG from imaging 

the brain through a fluorescent microscope. Following these 

experiments, the mice are sacrificed and their brains are collected to 

see if we injected the virus in the correct location of the brain. 

Analyzing and obtaining these brain slices is no easy feat, as they 

have to be very thin (around 30 microns in width) in order for us to 

obtain the highest quality images. Since the virus contains a 

fluorescent marker, the brain slice will fluoresce under light only in 

areas where the virus was expressed. 

 

This research project will further our understanding of the 

onset of PTSD and its associated symptoms. Data collected thus far 

suggests that the norepinephrine released from the LC to the DG is 

associated with the inhibition of memory formation and impaired 

recall. These findings provide evidence towards better treatments 

for PTSD. Under the supervision of Eric, I plan to continue 

performing in-vivo surgeries and learn how to better analyze 

behavioral experimental data using computational analysis 

techniques. 
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Chasing the Moon 
By Yahua Huang
Majors: Psychology and Neuroscience 
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Ama’s Journey  
By Nisha BK 
Neuroscience Major  
 

I don’t remember the first time she held me  

in her arms as an infant. 

I don’t remember the first time she fed me  

daal and bhat (lentils and rice), 
I do remember the many bruises  

the needles left on her stomach, 

her delicate fingers ran through them  

as if doing so would dissipate the pain. 

I remember the announcements at 8 PM  

saying, “Ama, Bua dinner is ready.”  

I remember how food was prepared  

when pauna haru (guests) came over, 

it was filled with plenty of Nepali 

 spices, salt, and grease.   

I remember Ama looking at the cuisine  

only for it to not land on her plate, 

food wasn’t the only restriction 

there were many others.  

I do remember her being able to trace  

an outline of my face, 

soon I would forget  

as she would begin to lose her vision. 

I remember when the doctors in Nepal  

could not diagnose her.  

August 29 of 2019, the journey to India began. 

The diagnosis was cancer. 

13,568 kilometers away from my Ama  

I could only say, “Everything will be okay.”  

Many months resulted in 

unwanted questions about life and death, 

the desire to be with her grandchildren grew 

the pain continues as she struggles   

 to access the treatment in Nepal, 

especially during this pandemic.   
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After the Pigeon 
By Alex Zhu 
Neuroscience Major, Comparative History of Ideas Minor 

 
.Sunrise 

On the 6:44 bus to work, Desiree and I pull out our books  

And proceed to 

Talk for almost the whole ride 

As the sunrise begins to brighten the fluorescent blue interior 

I was reading Oliver Sacks’ last book of essays 

One was on the perception of time, how it’s all in the brain:  

That those with Tourette’s can often catch a fly 

Because it moves in “their time.” To a fly, a season is eternal 

To an eternal, millennia are the bat of an eye 

I mention another essay on the fallibility of memory 

To which Desiree responds  

“I think I remember reading something on that! (?)” 

Desiree had dog-eared a short story in her book called The Pigeon 

So I suggest we do a brief exchange 

The story, ten pages long, wholesomely describes a fight-lover  

Who calls himself “The Pigeon” 

Who also loves his mother and has a taste for cooking 

He gets robbed at knife-point on a Winter jog (?) 

If I recall correctly 

By a guy wearing the same on-sale sweatshirt as his 

The Pigeon postures to protect himself 

But in recognizing the jacket, empathizes, relaxes 

He hands over his wallet, and as the boy turns to leave 

The Pigeon says 

“Hey, you’re gonna need a warmer jacket to rob people!” 

And gives the robber his. The boy is no older than fifteen 

The Pigeon offers him a meal too 

Invites him to his home the next day 

Introduces the boy to his mother 

Says he’s a friend who wants to get bigger for boxing 

So she can give him an extra helping  

Of whatever warm and full-of-love thing she’s cooked 

The boy asks The Pigeon why he’s being so nice  

And The Pigeon says that everyone deserves a second chance 
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.Sunset  
I run with Kaiser and Mary Kate through downtown Madison 

My first run since moving here  

The earlier day had rain blowing sideways  

That reminded me of home  

But the day was gone and with it the moisture 

Save for our periodic puffs of window fogger 

We run to the student union and I touch memories from the week  

The vibrant and vibrating energy of Diwali dances 

A Midsummer Night's Dream in song 

My life as a college student steeped in a hot pot of fish and spice  

When we get back to Kaiser's, he gives me the book  

Talking to Strangers, by Malcolm Gladwell 

To review for our book club / potluck that weekend 

Malcolm Gladwell says in his book that people “default to truth” 

That we believe others and who they say they are 

Until overwhelming evidence makes us unable 

I slip the book into my flannel jacket and jog home 

Still warm all over 

In between the blotches of my wispy wheezes  

In the cold November night 

I imagine being approached by a person on the street 

They hold a weapon to me 

Adrenaline slows down time and makes me myopic 

I become all instinct 

As I fumble in my mind with what to do, I see that they are wearing 

My same flannel jacket 

I stop in the street and I reach in my pocket  

Hoping I can open my heart as freely as I tell myself I would 

Hoping overwhelming evidence makes them unable to doubt 

And when they accept my everything, I think of The Pigeon 

Wonder what the warmest way is to invite someone to try anew 

And I extend my arm and ask "Do you like books?" 
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The Blooming Flower 
By Nisha BK 
Neuroscience Major  

 

In the midst of ashes, a flower blooms.  

Petals stretch out to protect the ashes,  

roots grab on to the dry ground,  

its stem stands with determination.  

The wind carries its message across the globe,  

a cry for help, to stop the ashes from piling.  

The flower can not be silenced, nor suppressed,  

the radiant sun, can not strip its moisture,  

its resilience illuminates brighter  

than the ignorance embedded in some.  

During disease, famine, pandemic,  

the flower eases the soul with certainties.  

The flower protects,  

provides refuge,  

the flower blooms. 
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Viral Effects 
By Emily Roskey 
Master's Candidate in UW's School of Social Work
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7 Cups of Tea 
By Bao Nguyen 

Molecular, Cellular & Developmental Biology Major 

 

I’ve had this person in my life. No one will ever believe me. He’s 

just an online friend– no one will ever believe me– but he’s been 

the greatest human presence I ever had in my life. No one will 

believe me, not even him. Especially him. 

The thing is that, I look around at people in my life, and I think, 

“None of them were there when I was at my lowest point. None of 

them were the one who saved me from a potential lifetime of 

suffering (due to my self-esteem and attachment anxiety)”. 

He listened to me, really listened. He cared about my story. He was 

unbelievably caring. I was mesmerized by his wonderful attitude 

toward life. I learned so much from him. 

I never knew his name. 

I’m here to pretend like I’m still writing to him, my dear Friend.  
 

*** 

1.  

Dear Friend, 

I finally learned to miss someone. 

When I was 17, I left and went abroad for the first time ever in my 

life, all the way across the Pacific Ocean, by myself, and I 

wouldn’t come back home for another 9 months. And people 

would be asking if I missed my home, my family. It was really 

weird, but I didn’t. I was concerned for them, sure. I was sad that 

they were sad and they missed me, sure. I do care about other 

people’s feelings. But I never MISSED someone. I just didn’t. 

Because I never let myself be emotionally dependent on someone. 

Never, until I met you.  
 

2.  

Dear Friend, 

I never actually hear you. I’m talking about your writing voice. 

Your “voice” is the perfect sensible voice. It’s neither overly 

soothing or cooing, nor does it ever lack patience and empathy. 
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Who are you? I mean, who are you? You’re so wise yet 

sometimes, you sound so childlike. But you’re mostly so mature 

and wise. You’re very emotionally mature, and I admire that to the 

moon and back about you. But what is your life outside of me like? 

How do you have so much free time to help me like that? 

Of course I’m happy that you’re always by my side, but I wonder, 

how much of your own life do you really have? I don’t feel sorry 

for you. I just know that you’re very intelligent and such a talented 

writer. I just wonder why such a beautiful mind and soul is stuck 

here, helping me, and not getting anything back. 

 

3.  

This morning I woke up and read texts from my family (we have a 

group chat) and my mom admitted to not spending enough time 

with me when I was a child, and I’ve been crying the whole 

morning till now. You know when you cry because you feel sorry 

for your own past self? 

 

4. 

Character, integrity, and authenticity. These virtues always remind 

me of you. These are the qualities I admire the most about you. I 

learned so much from you regarding these.  

What happened? What’s going on in your world? Aren’t you a 

cutie? And so sweet and caring. So what’s your relationship status? 

I guess I’ll never know. 

I don’t want you to track me down though, haha. Not that you 

would. You have too much respect. I don’t tell you several things, 

to keep things safe and all-anonymous between us two. I’m just 

taking the extra measure. 

 

5. 

Dear Friend, 

It just seems like a serious ingratitude to cast the memories of you 

aside like that. But I have no interaction with you outside of being 

an anonymous online person needing help from you. I tried to 

overstep the boundaries many times and try to get to know you as a 

person, picking up from the little “clues” in your messages. You 

never seemed to enjoy that. You said that you’d rather keep your 

privacy. 
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So yeah I think you wanted me to move on. You sought no 

recognition or reward. At the same time, it just doesn’t seem right 

to me. I feel like I owe everything I have achieved to you. How 

could I forget? 

You could say, “Well, just go on living your life while cherishing 

memories of me!” How hard is that? Hard. Have you ever tried to 

remember someone you don’t even know? I figure, it’s like taking 

a test and trying to remember something you didn’t even 

understand. It’s hopeless. 

 

6. 

Dear Friend, 

I miss you so much. You, the real person. I didn’t imagine you up. 

Why do you never acknowledge my affectionate statements? I love 

you like I love a parent, okay?  

 

7. 

Dear Friend 

When I found out that you deactivated your account– I really did 

cry. But it’s okay, it’s all sentimentality. I don’t need anything 

further from you except your presence. But of course I want more 

than just your presence! 

How am I going to feel close to anyone else anymore? It baffles 

me how the one person who has done more for me, emotionally at 

least, than anyone else ever and by far so, is someone who is not in 

my life at all, except via online messaging. I guess it ain’t healthy 

if I make you the only person I’ve ever felt close to. But what else 

do I have to do? 

I wonder, how would I feel closer to someone else than to you? 

But you were there listening to me when I had a really tough time 

opening up. That meant so much more. 

 

8. 

Dear Friend, 

It makes me cry all the time how much you were making yourself 

available to me. Had you not been able to have time for me, that 

would have been ABSOLUTELY FAIR, and ABSOLUTELY 

NORMAL. But when you made time for me, it was UNFAIR for 

you, but it really helped a lot. It’s just a mind-boggling example of 
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human altruism that I could only admire and not explain. Literally, 

you gave a part of your life to me. It’s a gift that I just don’t 

deserve, but I got it, and now I only have to go out and make the 

best of this gift that I have received. 
 

Oh the beautiful thing that is human altruism that I cannot explain. 

I definitely love you, the way one would love someone who saved 

his entire life in one moment and then disappeared. Yeah, if we 

sacrifice our life to someone else, it doesn’t really make much 

sense, but it is just so beautiful. 
 

I’m gonna cry again. I just think about you every day, that’s all. I 

think about you for inspiration and for comfort. I never could have 

got where I am without you. 
 

I love you with my mind and my feeling of gratitude. I wish you 

all the happiness, with all my might. 
 

See you in heaven someday. 

 

 

 

 

*** 

 

  

Author’s note  

 

My goal in this submission is to provide a personal narrative on the 

topics of mental health, attachment anxiety, online relationships, 

and the loss of those relationships. The narrator in this piece is a 

user of an online emotional support service website called 7 Cups 

of Tea. The narrator developed strong affection for a volunteer 

listener on this website. The relationship did not last, and when the 

listener removed himself, the narrator grieved for her loss. I center 

the prose to the theme “7 cups of tea” to reflect this background 

context. More information about the website can be found here: 

https://www.7cups.com/about/faq.php 

https://www.7cups.com/about/faq.php


Sound of the Flower 
By Yahua Huang 
Majors: Psychology and Neuroscience
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Baseball Season 
By Melanie Langa  
UW Medical Student, Year 2, Seattle Foundations Site 
 

Grandpa was sick a year ago— engulfed by a hospital bed. 

It was hard to see him. 

Already papery skin, made paler from hours of surgery,  

was the same shade as the sheets. 

They tried to put all his blood back,   

but I hear that’s harder than it sounds. 

Anticoagulation makes it harder for tired vessels to hold onto it too. 

I avoided the tape anchoring his IV taking his hand, but couldn’t 

help touching the bruise 

deep violet and dark blue 

that stretched towards his knuckles. 

Thin blood was leaking from the spot his doctors were trying to fill 

him up again. 

 

Treatment is futile more times than we’d like. 

 

It had been a long road there. For both of us. 

(Longer for him of course) 

Seventy-six years and change. Most of those spent eating and 

drinking what he pleased 

and watching a lot more baseball than he played. 

Fast-forward and crunchy arteries and high blood sugars  

aren’t all that surprising. 

Those kinds of things will land you in a hospital bed  

matching the color of the sheets after hours of 

bright lights, cold steel, sharp knives and 

(insert all the other operating room metaphors you could want.) 

I’d landed in that same room after three months of medical school, 

a cross-country flight and a snowy drive from the airport. 

We wouldn’t start our cardiology coursework until three weeks later 

but I knew enough to look good walking into a hospital room. 

 

Treatment is performance more times that we’d like. 

I squished a glob of frothy Purell onto my right hand and proceeded 

to work it between my palms. 
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Purell dispensers sound mechanical. It still surprises me. 

I motioned with sticky fists for my mom and brother to do the same, 

explaining how there was hand 

sanitizer outside of every room in most hospitals and that we’d all 

learned to 

“gel in” and “gel out.” 

Mom looked pale too. 

So I smiled and looked down 

Wanting to put my sanitary hand on her shoulder 

but unable 

(or unwilling) 

to soil it. 

 

What a difference a year makes. 

 

I don’t know if there’s still hand sanitizer  

in that holder outside that door. 

I do know that no one, 

no matter their medical training, 

Would miss the chance to spread it vigorously across their skin 

dry from extra washings. 

I don’t know who is lying among the sheets  

that made grandpa seem ghostly 

but it could be someone on a mechanical ventilator. 

 

The COVID caricature is unavoidable. 

 

Last year grandpa was privately isolated 

fighting infections that complicated a botched coronary bypass. 

He didn’t leave the hospital for a month.  

We watched a lot of baseball.  

Then he didn’t leave the ground floor  

of the condo he shares with my grandma for a month. 

Several more months before he did much more  

than one outing a day. 

 

He watched more baseball. 

 

Treatment is time more often than we’d like. 
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This year we’re collectively privately isolated. 

Remarking on how different it feels to be limited to ground floors 

In condos we share with our wives. Or something along those lines. 

Most of us won’t ever be ghosts in hospital rooms. 

I wonder what grandpa thinks about the 

hullabaloo. 

He did this alone 

while the rest of the world whirled by 

pandemic-less and unconcerned. 

But now there’s no baseball to watch. 
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Rituals Before Therapy 
By Andy R. Chia  
Majors: Microbiology and Chemistry, Writing Minor 
 

When my therapist told me that I was a hard patient to work 

with, I looked down at the aloe vera plant next to her sky blue chair 

as I had done so many times before. 

 

I refused to say anything. 

 

I thought, “she doesn’t know me. In fact, she has no idea 

what I’ve been through.” 

 

At this point, I had been going to therapy for around a year, 

entering my therapist’s office every other week to discuss whatever 

was bothering me at the time. Each session was filled with an 

inexplicable anxiety as soon as I sat down in the waiting room: a gut-

wrenching sensation that worked its way up my spine until my 

stomach felt bunched up in my esophagus. 

 

To ease that feeling, I would grab the latest edition of 

Scientific American or Psychology Today from the neatly fanned 

out pile on the center coffee table. I thought I was “reading,” but in 

actuality, I was less inclined to “read” so much as thumb through the 

articles present that issue, much as if cramming for an exam. I 

closed my eyes and took a few deep breaths. 

 

1… 2… 3… 4… 

 

My heart was palpitating, the fluorescent beam light started 

flashing, and I could feel a tightness in my chest. My breathing 

faltered, and I stifled a cough. 

 

4… 3… 2… 1… 

 

Someone new had walked into the waiting room. She was 

sitting down as I finished exhaling, sat slouched parallel to me. I 

sheepishly hid behind my magazine. 
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Normally, when someone else was there, they would be 

reading a magazine like I was. Cosmopolitan, The New Yorker, or 

National Geographic were popular choices, as they were almost 

always missing from the pile. I would smile if I saw them, and 

normally, they wouldn’t smile back. I would then resume looking at 

my magazine, my eyes flitting up to check to see what they were 

doing. In my mind, I tried to justify this behavior as an experimental 

form of “people watching,” except that my subject was keenly aware 

of my presence. When the roles were flipped, I would cover my 

face with my Scientific American I had in hand. All the while 

praying that my therapist would fetch me from my purgatory soon. 

 

However, I think that day, the person sitting across from me 

was texting on her phone. Every time I glanced up from the article 

about sharks in Papua New Guinea, she seemed to stretch her arms 

in an upwards arc before planting her thumbs back on the 

keyboard. I had never seen her in my life, nor did I know her name. 

However, I felt her to be an almost kindred-spirit, someone who 

could understand my plight of having to wait for a therapist.  

 

She glanced up, and glared right at me. 

 

“Oh god, she’s judging me. She probably thinks I’m an idiot, 

or worse yet, a creep.” 

 

But all of that is pure speculation. I have no idea who she 

was, why she was there, or who her therapist was. All I know is that 

the motionless, grey sharks made me realize how little I liked them. 

 

Before I started therapy, I never knew that the experience 

would involve sitting cross- legged in the waiting room, reading 

Scientific American and occasionally looking at the wall clock. If 

you had initially told me that this ritual would be the worst part 

about therapy, I would have laughed. When I was growing up, I 

thought the idea of spilling your guts and innermost thoughts would 

be the most anxiety-inducing experience I would ever experience. 

But every time I began staring at glossy magazine pages, I always felt 

compelled to run. 
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Maybe from my therapist? 

 

Probably from myself? 

 

I don’t have a good answer for why I felt like bolting out the 

door each and every time I sat down. 

 

*** 
 

Growing up, I was raised to believe that being a “man” 

meant not having time for emotions or comprehending how I was 

feeling. 

“Stop crying,” my mom would say, “you’re embarrassing 

me.” 

I was six and we were sitting in the playground, my forehead 

spurting blood while my mom smeared antibacterial ointment. 

Despite the humiliation, I kept hearing these sorts of messages from 

my friends and relatives growing up.  

 

“You know I got an A on my test, you should just stop being 
such a baby.” 

 

“Who cares if you get rejected by her, just be a man.” 

 

“I wish my son weren’t so emotional, and he were like the 
other boys.” 

 

By the time I had my first panic attack during my freshman 

year of college, I was too numb to my emotions to realize what I was 

experiencing. I sat there all afternoon, listening to Nico’s “These 

Days” and blankly staring out my window. 

 

The next few months were devoid of much memory. I think 

I would go to school, and go back home. 

 

Maybe I ate? 

 

I doubt I slept. 
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The second panic attack manifested in May of 2017. A 

friend and I had just finished taking a midterm. I told him that I was 

feeling lightheaded and wanted to throw up. My breathing hastened, 

my chest tightened, I wanted to scream. The world started spinning, 

my eyes rolled back, and I felt a falling sensation all around me. 

 

I woke back up, and all I recall is talking to a nurse 

practitioner about beginning “therapy.” 

 

“Therapy,” let alone mental health, were never a part of my 

vocabulary growing up. They were terms I was vaguely aware of, but 

only knew as much as “House M.D.” had taught me. 

 

“Is this the first time you’ve had a panic attack?” 

 

“A… what?” 

 

“A panic attack, your friend brought you in and said you 

were having a hard time 

functioning.” 

 

“I… suppose so?” 

 

“Do you have any other feelings of worthlessness, wanting to 

harm yourself, or other thoughts?” 

 

“No,” I responded, promptly sighing. “I don’t really know 

anymore.” 

 

“Well, I think that you would benefit from therapy. Can we 

schedule you for an appointment at the front desk?” 

 

I began practicing my ritual of waiting for the next week. At 

first, I would sit down and shake my right leg, only to realize the 

sensation of shortened breath and racing thoughts was a symptom 

mirroring a panic attack. So, instead I decided to start reading my 

magazines, since they helped distract me enough from the thoughts 

of not feeling worthy of therapy, wanting to run away, or any other 

intrusive thoughts that would cause another panic attack. 
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Over the next few months, my therapist and I had realized 

that I had clinical depression and generalized anxiety disorder. I 

began to realize that all that time I spent feeling terrible about myself 

and blunted emotions weren’t because I was crazy. The day that my 

therapist told me that I was “difficult to open up,” I think that was 

the first time I was able to ever tell anybody about my mom’s family 

and their history of mental illness. Or how I was scared I would end 

up insane and locked away for being me, flaws and all. 

 

I will be the first to admit that I still struggle with my mental 

health. Despite antidepressants helping me manage some emotions, 

I still have moments where I feel like I am going to fall apart at the 

drop of a hat. But, I know for a fact that this is all a part of 

treatment, and that this is the only way to get better. I also realize 

that I may never be better, that this could follow me for the 

remainder of my days.  

 

All I can say is that sitting in the waiting room, focusing on 

my breath while reading about Yellowstone in Scientific American is 

an experience I won’t soon forsake. I’d even say that it helps remind 

me of where I hope to be one day. 
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Weather 
By Melanie Langa  
UW Medical Student, Year 2, Seattle Foundations Site 

 
It’s an anxious hay fever season. 

Signs of the apocalypse: 

These days the weather forecast seems more certain than most else. 

(What must it be like to be a meteorologist these days?) 

The sun is still warm. 

The rain is still wet. 

And after thirteen pages of corona coverage 

The pressure maps and temperature charts wait reassuringly 

on the back cover of the newspaper. 

A patient reminder that the 

moonandtideandwindandwaves 

will be around, going on 

(with or without us) 
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How Abruptly We Became 
By Erica Goodkind  
English Major  
 

How 

Abruptly we became 

Old yesterday 

It was early March 

We began 

Measuring      mortality 

Forgetting the 

                       days 

Crossing fenced phrases 

Back before // Strange world 

We were twenty or maybe 

             Ten 

Were we forty 

Just then          It 

Doesn’t matter 

None of us will look 

At 

            things 

                        quite the 

 

Same 

 

Cherry blossoms 

Intact blanketing footpaths 

New growth 

Tabled, disguised behind 

Masks, avoid naval 

Gazing, comments sections 

Active 

Infections, embracing 

Hand-shaking 

Impatient behaving 
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It was February, cut to: May 

Where did the season go 

Did it digress in 

Disguise? 

New York 

minutes 

Distend into    Dalloway        d a y s O n l i ne diatribes 

So asinine 

Too much time Too much time 

We tremble inward 

 

oh, 

            Dangerous life, oh 

Serious number, we tremble inward 

Abruptly asunder 

WE WERE 

Confident 

           Confronted 

                       fine 

 

we were 

scared 

 

We didn’t mean to 

Become such 

Things in early 

Spring: Numbers 

[TooClose]. Or was it 

Remarkably 

            Far? 

                         Darker 

Still raining, January 

Before the last wigeons 

Paired 

Before we became 
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Pale branched bodies 

Breathing edited 

                       air 

Consuming comfort- 

Talk Stitching together 

Six-foot nests made of 

Long               leather 

Beaks              just out of reach 

Stuffed with lemon balm 

Mint, camphor, and 

Soft feather down 

For sudden      extremes 

Vowing to 

Always 

Be alive            Describe 

What’s 

            going 

                        on 

Because 

No matter what things are 

Always 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Free in Nature 
By Yahua Huang 

Majors: Psychology and Neuroscience 
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Cessation of Efforts  
Anthony Epps 
Accelerated Bachelor of Science in Nursing Student 
 

Background: 

 

One of the untold stories of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan was 

the amount of assistance and help we provided to the local 

population.  

 

In 2009-2010, I deployed to Southern Afghanistan with a Marine 

Corps Infantry Company. My unit was responsible for not only the 

security of three villages but also their economic and infrastructure 

development. Through relationships and meetings with village 

elders, we coordinated construction projects such as schools and 

roads, facilitated small business loans, and assisted with agricultural 

projects.  

 

As a Primary Care Provider (U.S. Navy Independent Duty 

Corpsman), I was responsible for the health of 210 Marines. Given 

our mission to support our local villages, I was also responsible for 

providing basic primary and emergency care to the local populace. 

In this, I treated 741 villagers for various conditions, and stabilized 

and evacuated 32 villagers for life-threatening conditions. Following 

is a journal entry from one of those patient encounters. 

 

*** 
 

4/9/2010 

 

“Time of death: 1745.” 

 

I can’t believe I said those words today. I cancelled the medical 

evacuation, I stopped resuscitation, and I ceased all efforts to save a 

one-year-old who drowned in a nearby canal.  

 

She had been brought in merely 15 minutes prior to my statement. 

From the moment I saw the Executive Officer doing CPR on her at 

the front gate, I knew this was going to be a futile effort. We ran into 
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the Aid Station, and I instinctively placed a stethoscope to her chest 

to listen for a heartbeat. There was none. We began CPR. Despite 

the gravity of it all, it was calm. There was little conversation and no 

confusion – just work. Then acceptance. Although the delivered 

CPR was effective as noted by the strong brachial pulse and the 

readings on the pulse oximeter, her pupils were fixed and dilated, 

and she showed no signs of resuscitation. Ceasing our efforts was 

one of the hardest things I had ever done.  

 

It didn’t hit me until the end. One of the Corpsmen had pulled out 

a wool blanket and had set it beside her. The village elder and the 

girl’s uncle were in the Aid Station, and when I told them we had 

done everything we could and that I was sorry, they readily 

understood. They informed us through the interpreter that they 

“figured she had died”. I quickly recognized this ready acceptance 

from my previous deployments. The Arabic term for this fatalistic 

acknowledgment is Inshalla-- “God willing.” I expressed my 

apologies again, and then held her up as a Corpsman placed the 

blanket on the stretcher. I didn’t want to lift her. I didn’t want to 

hold her. A part of me wanted to tell another Corpsman to do it. 

But I couldn’t. This was my responsibility. I placed her down onto 

it, but was not satisfied with her being near the edge of the blanket. I 

wanted her in the middle. I had to pick her up again. As I lifted her 

lifeless body, she released an agonal breath. The final air was 

escaping her lungs. I placed her in the blanket, wrapped her up, and 

allowed the village elder to take her. We then walked back to the 

front gate. 

 

Seeing the elder walk with this little girl wrapped up in a blanket, it 

started to hit me. It seemed so surreal. This was my nightmare. This 

was my fear. There was a group of locals at the front gate, and after 

the elder explained to the father what we had done, the Executive 

Officer pointed me out and said, “Our doctor did everything he 

could”. I looked at the little girl’s father. And, as the tears started to 

well up in my eyes, I told him I was sorry. It had hit me. I think he 

could see my pain, and a part of me hoped that he could. I had 

tried. I had failed. Although we did our best, it was not to be. After a 

few short seconds, I had to leave.  
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There was a small box of a shelter fifty feet away from the front gate. 

I knew I couldn’t go back to the Aid Station right now. I stepped 

inside and within seconds, I began to cry. The wave had finally 

crashed. Three minutes later, the Executive Officer saw me in the 

shelter. He shook my hand, gave me a hug, and told me I did 

everything I could. He walked away, and I released again with a 

renewed surge of tears and emotions. 

 

It was not to be. As I sit here and go through the incident in my 

mind, I can’t help but think of the eight-year-old girl we revived just 

a month ago. She had been near death and in respiratory arrest 

when she arrived, and by the time the medical evacuation helicopter 

arrived, she was crying. That was a good day. We saved her. She 

didn’t die. However, this one-year-old girl today was not to be. 

There was nothing we could do. Inshalla.  

 

Despite this acceptance, I will still cry. Despite my understanding of 

her fatal injury, I will still see her face in my dreams. Despite 

reassurances from others and myself, I will still think of her for years 

to come. 
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Part II: Poems from UW School of 

Medicine’s “The Brain, Grief, and the 

Healing Power of Poetry” Course 
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Foreword 

We are humbled to be collaborating with Capillaries: The Journal 
of Narrative Medicine in honoring the stories from our community. 

The poems here in Part II were written by UW medical students 

during an elective this Spring entitled "The Brain, Grief, and the 

Healing Power of Poetry." 

This course enrolled a total of 23 medical students from across the 

WWAMI region (Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana, and 

Idaho) in all years of training (MS1 - graduating MS4). This course 

was designed and developed by Tiffany Jenkins (a graduating MS4 

and poet) with the assistance of Dr. Arthur Ginsberg (a retired 

neurologist/internist and poet, who teaches a similar course to 

undergraduate students at UW), Dr. Kalus (a faculty member at the 

School of Medicine), and Dr. Benji Perin (a third-year dermatology 

resident at UW). During the elective, students analyzed poetry 

written by physicians, patients, and caregivers on the theme of grief 

and wrote and workshopped their own poems. Below are a few 

reflections by Tiffany and Dr. Ginsberg regarding the mission 

behind this course. 

 

Tiffany Jenkins: 

It was my hope that this course would serve as a place of refuge, 

reflection, and inspiration for students that come after me. During 

medical school, students learn amazing things about life, disease, 

diagnosis, treatment, and death, but are rarely taught how to process 

and nurture the emotions that come up when experiencing the life 

and death circumstances of their profession. In medical school, 

students encounter the death and/or suffering of their patients for 

the first time, but are often given little to no time to reflect on the 

impact that has on them, let alone guidance on how to do so. Far 

too often, students learn only to bury their emotions so that they can 

continue working, and over time this contributes to physician burn 

out and high rates of physician suicide. It is my belief that burn out 

starts in medical school, and we can help combat this by teaching 

students how to process the grief that naturally occurs when dealing 
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with death, disease, and suffering. Our goal was for students to find 

comfort and healing in knowing that they are not alone; many 

medical students and physicians have faced similar experiences and 

also grieve for their patients. Additionally, I hope students came to 

understand that the grief they feel does not mean they are weak; in 

fact, it is a strength that demonstrates that they are in touch with 

their humanity and truly care for their patients. I hope Part II of this 

journal honors the unseen suffering of students, patients, physicians, 

and their families, thus complementing the stories shared in Part I 

and further inspiring our community to turn to art and create their 

own beautiful artwork. 

 

Dr. Arthur Ginsberg: 

After 40 years of clinical internal medicine and neurology practice 

and a longstanding love of writing poetry and the arts, it has been 

inspiring to develop this course to encourage aspiring young 

physicians to see the arts as complementary and not antithetical to 

the hard science of medicine. Poetry as therapy for grieving in the 

face of devastating illness or poor outcomes has a longstanding 

record in the United States, introduced at the turn of the century, 

mainly in psychiatric hospitals, now in hospice settings as well, and is 

also a tool for retrospective reflection by physicians who are 

constantly challenged with life and death scenarios and decisions. 

Relationship centered care involves complex interactions with 

patients and families, and it was our hope that in utilizing this 

course, students would be better able to express empathy, care for 

their own psyche, and move from darkness to the light. 

We hope you enjoy reading the following poems~ 
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Clay Pots  
By Grace Andrews  
MS2, Spokane Foundations Site 
 

Two clay pots 

Full of ash 

 

Each a geode 

Broken open 

Refracting the light 

Revealing a life 

Of old family farms 

And love in a Nebraskan winter 

Of growing old 

Chasing chickens from the garden 

Of letting me win at four in a row 

Of strokes 

And falls 

Withering flesh   dependence 

 

The chickens eat the seeds in the garden 

But you still rub lotion on my hands and say 

It will make my skin as good as yours 

Until the bed you share has one 

Then none 

 

The pots break 

But all I see is crystal  
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BIRD’S EYE VIEW WHITE PINE TB SANATORIUM, 

MONT ALTO, PA, c. 1913 
By Kyle Williams Brown 
MS3, Idaho Foundations Site 
 

Owl,  

I hope when you break the pearlyblue coin 

rippling on the pool,  

(gate through which a water shrew fled) 

you find more than damp feathers on the other side.  

Since I don’t discover the splotch on my lung 

  that pomegranate-pops 

when I cough, 

 but become my pain, 

   an incarnation of all our shared 

  slapstick circuit. 

Can’t you be more at home in the world?  

 

I was at home once. 

When my pop & me toured  

from the lowlands of the Carolinas 

 to the stubby buttes of Idaho - 

I used to be damn good at pitching the rubes a little  

pomade hair oil wax trap grease for the crow’s feet. 

When I hotelled in the city whether St. Paul or 

 Chicago -  

  they’d buy brochures and pill calendars 

  devised by quack New York chemists.  

 

And now I’m held in this small camp 

 of the short porches skirting tent-topped bunkhouses, 

and the nurses in their mushrooming mint caps,  

  who are the stern hand of the state, and 

  the limit drawn around our health. 

But I am a titan of industry here,  

 because I have my system of personal fulfilment to teach, 

to sell.  
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We should have been a 

         goat kicking a corn-heap spilled in the crib, 

         ibex clashing antlers at the prompting of the genital tuft, 

         tick arrowing towards dog blood beading on hide. 

It’s good medicine to have something other than a human mind.  

That’s the pitch. 

 

“‘Patented’ Animanomic System for Health and Fitness” 

One nurse tore down my flier and ground it underheel.  

I’d diagnose him with a sensitive Implex, like a hare.  

 

Months ago, Fodor, my bunkmate, told me his son  

on the day of his birth  

came out a stone 

 a squidstone 

       with fingernails shingling the broad nape of the non-neck 

       and beady fetal eyes ballooning in invaginated crypts,  

                       infolded brain-matter. 

The Animanomic System sprang on me then, 

 my tumblers fell into place.  

 

I tell my fellow infection vectors they’d be better off  

with animal minds,  

and it is my gift that I know how to make them believe it.   

Mrs. K. shifts from shank to shank like a kid,  

 Mr. S. stares into a white basin  

 where he might wheel in goldfish circles, 

Mrs. A. curves her small tongue lark-wise,  

 and Mr F. veers to the left 

 and veers to the right  

 and furrows his leonine brow.  

  We are forcibly separate from the species 

but with the simple body rituals they practice,  

   the cage is  

less crowded. 

 

Do I ever wonder that my system might not work?  

We’ve seen good results & profit, 
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          but sometimes I remember 

                    the ape given writing materials 

       who could only draw their own cage, blank space  

       for enclosure, 

               bars for bars. 

 

The doctors and staff find this unsettling.  

 But the patients are happier,  

and what could they even say to stop us?  

The border between behavior and performance cannot be pinned,  

it folds in compound pleats beneath 

 the instruments of measurement,  

confounding them like a coastline. 

 

Fodor these days is going mad, I can tell,  

 from being in his bed  

  at daybreak dusk midnight and high noon 

 from the regular chest stethoscope  

 from heat - just plain heat. 

Because he doesn’t believe me, although he’s my muse.  

 Because he could stillbirth a son but not his own brain.  

My tears and jabber do not convince him,  

 I cannot convince the one 

who I am most desperate to see 

race away into constellation.  

 

I would make lambs of my jailers if I could; 

I would turn the worm’s egg that  

 marked me for the jail 

  into some algae symbiotic  

   to the fungus of my tissue,  

   a reciprocal lichen almost like love.  

But such things are too powerful  

to believe in Animanomics.  

 

 

Owl, 

they say you are wise,  

but what can they mean? 
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 That you are a genius at tasting salt in blood.  

 That no shiver of reeds escapes your sight.  

 That you bustle in a bush with a mate 

  and come out an odd number.  

For you, physical and psychic survival arrive 

on the same train, running regular times.  

 

O owl,  

 tell me,  

please, 

 how can we be ourselves  

as easily  

 as you in your earthward stoop? 
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WALKING IN THE ARBORETUM 
By Kyle Williams Brown 
MS3, Idaho Foundations Site 
 

The new buds furred and fleshy like 

curled caterpillars, 

the bees bridging pistil and anther, 

abuzz in hollows of my skull, 

 

the baby geese and their 

miniature shofar squawk, 

dun yellow escapees 

wearing the convict uniforms 

of breakfast yolk, 

 

and the cherry trees branching 

in any crazy direction, 

brains pinkly aflame 

with love colored petals – 

 

these are spring signals of early May 

that could teach me the art of renewal, 

if my senses were enough to receive them, 

but I feel as though I require some new organ, 

a jolt to the softly valved needles 

of a formerly vestigial gland, 

 

because though even the thorns 

have grown into a wound’s shape, 

though even the thin limbs of salt cedars 

have knit to mutual sheaf, 

and wintering flocks once shagged with ice 

have found their tropical homes, 

 

because in spite of all this good news, 

I - with one less sense than 

the healing art requires 

to see the healing art in 

antennae tarred by pollen - 
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I go on imagining, 

in the scent of conifer and petunia, 

the perfumes and colognes 

of distant rooms with candle-cluttered 

window sills, their artless jungle overgrowth. 
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The Rose  
By Marcus Couldridge  
MS2, Wyoming Foundations Site 

 
The pager cuts through my sleep 

A minute, an hour, no recollection of my slumber 

In the darkness fingers slip pants over pasty legs 

The rig door slams as we report  “MS 6 Responding” 

 

Knuckles whiten around the wheel 

Never have I managed to quell this surge of energy 

The speedometer ticks to seventy as 

We rumble across the Popo Agie 

 

The casino flashing lights meld the night into 

A carnival without joy inside 

Lucas rides my shoulder 

As we stride through the field 

 

Plastic reflectors light our runway 

To a body strewn across this land. 

Fingers to a pulseless throat, 

Tell us less than we already know 

 

This point marked for eternity by the Rose 
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Sutures  
By Sofia Dawson 
MS2, Spokane Foundations Site  

 
She wanted to sew skin 

Instead, she sewed clothes 

Franco won 

Her father gone 

So she put her skills to use 

 

She wanted to cut flesh 

Instead, she cut cloth 

Impeccable pleats and perfect hems 

But what of the flesh 

She never touched 

 

I dream of her flamenco dresses 

Ruffles, arms, wine ablur 

She dreamt of the OR 

Of blood and bones 

She could not fix 

 

I wrap myself in the blanket she knit 

I once tried to calculate 

Nearly 200,000 throws 

Her labor now the color of dirty dishwater 

From years of being my companion 

 

I wrap myself in it still 

The beneficiary of my grandma’s sacrifices 

As I prepare to learn 

To cut flesh 

And sew it back together 
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Messes  
By Kaden Facer  
MS4, Idaho Foundations Site 

Matched into Psychiatry at Creighton University/Valleywise 

Behavioral Health in Phoenix, Arizona 
 

His hands drip 

smothered in red 

Sauce-covered lip 

right before bed 

 

Our home as his canvas 

he runs from the table 

A bobbly little mess 

still very unstable 

 

da Vinci’s color palette 

also used sauce for red 

My son’s artistic palate 

“It yummy with bread” 

 

“It endures forever,” 

he was known to say, 

“No other red is better 

It never goes away” 

 

I rush to engage, knock 

my spaghetti to the floor 

Messes know no age 

“Dada, I want more” 
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Cardboard 
By Kaden Facer  
MS4, Idaho Foundations Site 

Matched into Psychiatry at Creighton University/Valleywise 

Behavioral Health in Phoenix, Arizona  

 
       I only see his legs through the door 

       lifeless on the hospital bed 

       My work today is in the PICU 

       all death here is premature 

 

       I rush to my armor... 

                   I’m just a medical student 

       He was not our patient 

                               I never met the family 

                       I have work to do 

 

       Hey, calculate the IV fluids our patient needs today 

       A fortunate task to clog the ducts 

 

       How old was he? 

       My daughter's age... 

           Pierced at the chink 

          I think of his dad               

       heart pulped like lemon 

       the acids choke inside 

       a sour taste, sweetness lost 

 

       I see her drinking lemonade 

       with her bouncing blonde hair 

         her sweet little giggle 

          I place her deep in the castle 

            surrounded by a moat 

 

       Our patient needs 1200mL over the next 24 hours 

 

       At home, we play her favorite game. 

       The dragon I must slay.  

       Her princess dress flows joyfully  
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       she sees me storm the tower 

       I face the dragon and look down to see 

       cardboard, my only armor 
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Distance 
Sam Forrest 
MS3, Montana Foundations Site 

 
Looking out the window, 

locked in a house 

with a wide-open door. 

A key that might never be made. 

 

A silent king jailor, 

an invisible crown. 

Coma in an embrace,  

drowning from a kiss. 

 

Saving by becoming a ghost. 

The present  

of having 

no presence. 

 

--F***ing Zoom –  

 

Hands washed 

by waves of grief 

and uncertain tides. 

 

Waiting  

for 

… 
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The One That Got Away 
Sam Forrest 
MS3, Montana Foundations Site 

 
The phone rings. 

 

“Can you put the gun down so we can talk?” 

 a barely imperceptible tug 

 a ripple on glazed water 

 

“How long have you been feeling this way?” 

 far away a mouth opens 

 far from being nestled in the net 

  

“What has stopped you in the past?” 

 so much line to strip away 

 so many possibilities 

 

“Is there anyone there with you now?” 

 the realization of tension  

the beat of fins and tail 

 

“Stay with me…” 

A shot is fired 

The line has snapped. 

 

The phone rings again. 
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Merlot 
By Cy Gilbert 
MS4, Montana Foundations Site 

Matched into Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins Hospital in 

Baltimore, Maryland  

 
Funny how frost curls even 

as the second cut hangs heavy, 

smothering 

straining, even 

for life left behind  

like stoneflies 

 

And now, 

the wind out here  

steely 

like it has something to prove 

still, larks abound 

 

Here again about your liver, and other failures 

marbled beyond the Waygu grazing outside 

Hard eyes belie a cheerful doormat 

 

Holding court, you’d rather talk  

of other death 

Lever action haphazard  

against rough-hewn frame 

Smirk congeals sour air 

 Loaded, you say –  

Wolf poison. 

 

But you and I have different understanding 

Ringed sideroblasts of the soul 

Tremor better suited for warblers 

ah, yes: three to five Hertz, getting worse 

 

Dynasty drowned in cheap gin and farm diesel 

Leering relations stalk, tracking weakness,  

hastening the day you go  
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with boxed wine in the morning 

Bristling to carve 

Gnashing teeth 

Nearing scrap for what’s left 

 

Not today, though 

Someday 

Soon 

 

Then back to town 

which is what? 

Dairy Queen and a grocer 

cows protesting their slaughter 

and you love it here 

 

wolves on the treeline 
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At the Mouth of Horse Prairie Creek 
By Cy Gilbert 
MS4, Montana Foundations Site 

Matched into Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins Hospital in 

Baltimore, Maryland  

 
The placard at cracked roadside 

states that Lewis and Clark passed here in 1805 

and how a town was later sacrificed  

in the name of irrigation. 

 

It makes no mention  

of something just as remarkable — 

how your ashes, freed at the edge 

diffused through sunbeams, bending  

toward lake bottom 

a shimmering image of soul 

before settling 

in the place you were born. 

 

Nor does it mention 

how, in times of drought,  

as foundations of your childhood  

sprout from the lake 

your atoms careen  

through the fiery bramble of canyon dogwood 

and are filtered in the gills of trout 

how they give color  

to the blooms of balsamroot and phlox  

and arc in vast  

momentary rainbows  

scribed by center pivots 

nourishing a valley  

already yours for a century. 
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To the Earth 
By Sheridan Joseph 
MS2, Idaho Foundations Site 

 
To the earth  

 

I wrote a letter to the mountains  

Indebted to their jagged peaks  

Their solace 

Their wonder  

I climb as worries descend     

And they never wrote me back 

 

I gave flowers to the sky  

Understanding of the ever changing moods  

Tranquil, sleepy blue  

Split by a violent crack of thunder  

Heavy clouds swollen with rain  

An empty night sky that can swallow you whole 

The flowers turned to paint, the horizon spattered with sunset hues  

 

I sang a song to the ocean  

Entranced by the rhythmic waves  

To ask for the strength of the currents  

And the peace of salty air  

The song echoed in the breeze, reverberated into the deep  

 

I am beholden to the earth 

Gifts I cannot reciprocate 
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Ellos me robaron 
By Bhavya Kumar  
MS2, Seattle Foundations Site 
 

Her chest rose rapidly  

as my cold stethoscope pressed against her slightly wrinkled chest 

“Ellos me robaron” (They robbed me) she said 

It happened decades ago in a country far, far away  

But it followed her everywhere she went 

They took the comfort  

that comes with the soft, easy breeze  

gently blows during summer nights 

They took her ability  

to glance in a mirror as she rushed  

out the door for work every morning 

They took her peace 

The gentle whirring of the vent distracted me for a moment 

I noticed how frigid it was in the room  

as my hand rubbed against the goosebumps on my forearm  

Had they taken  

the warmth from the room too?  

“Ellos me robaron” she whispered again  

I listened as she recounted the events from years ago 

She talked, pausing for deep, ragged breaths every so often 

I sat in icy silence 

She cried 

I gently rolled my stool closer to her and covered her hand resting 

in her lap with my own 

She quietly shuffled behind me as I escorted her to the 

receptionists’ desk  

The receptionist quietly listed her insurance quote 

“Ellos me robaron” she said. 
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Delivering Bad News  
By Samantha May  
MS3, Spokane Foundations Site 

 
“Well look who came to annoy me!” 

She had such a rough laugh, 

years of smoking made her voice raspy 

As that of someone twice her age 

But her humor, as dry as her prune skin 

Left all of us, short of breath 

 

“Most people who have what you have, 

don’t live 3 more years.” 

She stopped making jokes. 

“So, I’m dying?” 

A strained silence passed 

and then a firm “Yes.” 

 

Her hand was a vice on mine. 

“We are here for you” 

Her hug was the same. 

“I need to call my daughter” 

Her hair matted and unwashed, I just realized 

“We can stay here with you” 

My nose and I could tell it had been several days, 

since her last shower: 

Oil, sweat, betadine; familiar, sour 

I held her tighter anyway 
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glass 
By Jocelyn McCornack 
MS3, Spokane Foundations Site 
 

on the fourth floor 

of an old psychiatry ward 

down a florescent hallway 

in a dim corner hideaway 

under covers misaligned 

balled up, body and mind 

 

a manic pixie dreamer girl 

not taller than a foxglove twirled 

cropped hair, bright white 

scattering the light 

just as her thoughts under 

a swollen belly makes me wonder 

a child in a child? 

 

a screech, “let me go!” 

 

but   we attempt a rescue 

four figures in barricaded white coat 

but is this line an asymptote? 

 

from a report: 

she was battered, disorganized 

found in an old shack 

indigo of her iris hidden behind black 

sky high, but only in mind’s eye 

dollar signs tattooed between thighs 

body bought with lies 

a tale of a soul demise 

 

at last I contact a relative 

a story is relived 

looking through a keyhole  

her short life has taken a toll 

she was once sure-fire, sensible, sharp 
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she loved horses 

 

with drugs to calm we are armed forces 

 

a couple of days pass 

this girl is fragile venetian glass 

could we salvage this? 

 

“let me go, you wouldn’t know, I love him” 

 

relentless as a wave 

but we merely wish to save 

 

I ask about the child 

her grin a hint of wild 

a distant gaze 

then words ablaze 

 

“let me go!” 

 

we try to sway, we fight 

but is this right? 

maybe we could we get her a spot to stay? 

A place all tucked away 

 

“let me go” 

 

but   what really is all the fuss? 

maybe with this rescue 

we’re only soothing us 
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Yorkies  
By Connor Morton 
MS3, Wyoming Foundations Site 

 
I step out of the ambulance to see 

eight badges; police, sheriffs, dogs, 

in a sea of flashing blue and red. 

I look into the car of interest and chuckle 

curiously at the two small Yorkies 

in the front seat. Licking incessantly 

at the steering wheel. Horror 

consumes me when I see 

the source of the dogs’ elation. 

The forearms of the man in handcuffs, 

crisscrossed with clotted admissions of guilt. 

 

I step back into the ambulance and see 

one badge, one partner, one patient. 

His arms now cloaked in ivory 

bandage, he describes to us how he 

picked up his dogs, 

drove to his house, 

shot his wife, 

cut his wrists, 

then drove until his luck ran out. 

As if each step in the story 

was as commonplace as the next. 

As if he hadn’t left me 

suffocating in the bell jar 

that became the back of the ambulance. 
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Take a Hike 
By Connor Morton 
MS3, Wyoming Foundations Site 

 
I watch the sand in my new hourglass fall. 

Maybe it will help my productivity,  

I think I read that somewhere.  

Spaced repetition, scheduled breaks, moments reduced  

to hours, lists, test scores, I could be learning. 

 

A hike with my Mom? That’s at least four hours, 

maybe two more questions right, maybe none. Uncertainty. 

Did I really just quantify time with my Mom? 

 

I stare out the window and picture a quarterly meeting, 

investors enraged why their bottom line went down, 

translated meaning, why did so many humans’ 

healthcare get paid for? Mothers reduced 

to billing codes, beds, and dollar signs. 

 

I snap back. The hourglass now half empty. 

How the fuck is it half empty? Focus. 

I need to focus. You’re going to make this 

broken system better. How? Not sure. Uncertainty. 

I pick up my phone 

and call my Mom. 
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I Would Cut Fruit for You 
By My-Linh Nguyen 
MS2, Spokane Foundations Site 
 
“I love you” passes the lips rarer than an eclipse 

 

A wall between with seeming no end 

Separated by scars of a war I cannot comprehend 

Sacrifices of your past become concrete blocks of my future 

I picked up the dreams that you were forced to kill 

Left trampled in the land where you first drew breath 

You live for my successes, I succeed for life of our dreams 

Filial piety ties us, parent and child 

 

You keep sentry each evening, await by the door 

“Have you eaten yet?” greets me before my shoes hit the floor 

Already full but I still shake my head, force myself to swallow every 

Last rice grain before going to bed 

Immersed in my studies, the creak of a hinge prompts me to look up 

A bowl of cut fruit in hand, offering solace against the long night 

No words are exchanged 

 

“I love you” passes the lips rarer than an eclipse  

 

How long did it take me to hear 

“I love you” carved in every slice 
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Dress up 
By Christiane Phillips 
MS2, Spokane Foundations Site 
 

When I was little, my sister and I wore our Mother’s clothes. 

Her blouse sleeves swam around our hands 

And our feet slipped out of open tips  

In shoes made for showing off her home pedicure. 

My costumes in those pictures always surprise me 

I remember how they felt 

Right  

Fitting and grown. 

 

When I stepped into the hospital, the first time  

wearing my new, bright coat, 

My hands rattled in sleeves that brushed my knuckles 

As I chanted to myself that surely, I was the only one who knew 

this outfit was wrong. 

I had pressed it twice the night before 

While rehearsing lines I no longer remembered. 

My script was in a pocket, stiff with starch,  

But I wasn’t sure my fingers could find it.  

On the outside, before the curtain was pulled 

To reveal ‘Mr. A’, gentle and smiling, old before I was born 

The Doctor rolls in my sleeves. 

 

“Get them hemmed”. 

 

When I had passed two years 

Measured in stacks of binders, late nights,  

and the seeping in of the beginnings of a new language, 

They made us new coats,  

measured carefully. 

I slip mine on over my sweater, sure my shoulders are more set 

My back perhaps a bit taller. 

Hoping for that old feeling of ‘right’. 

 

Silly 

I never did grow into Mama’s heels.  
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Thursday morning surgeries  
By Christiane Phillips 
MS2, Spokane Foundations Site 

 
I am invited to join (“watch and assist”) 

On the day that is dedicated to removals. 

The elderly wait their turn in rows of tiny sleek-bright rooms 

Weathered fruit in white ceramic trays 

Fidgety and nervous, half dozing and polite. 

 

Rotten spots, the physician explains 

(in his own way, I half understand,  

and sketch in the gaps with my novice hand) 

Perhaps just bruises, but might spread 

Creep to the core and spoil what is still good. 

Today is for paring and patching 

For searching and soothing 

Nothing complex on the ledger. 

 

We hop from room to room 

Each warm and glowing with the desert sun that formed these age-spots 

Nurtured these lives that are faithfully strolling 

Through the last of their decades. 

For some new and strange, for others familiar and worn 

We fall into the pattern of snipping 

Stitching 

Pressing 

Waiting… 

 

for the all-clear before closing bright little vessels with sparks 

 

Fetching them back from orchard dreams with a soft jostle 

As their round eyes blink open in the glow. 

Sending them back out into the clean, hot air 

As they nod their farewells with gracious smiles sewn  

Sweetly 

Slightly 

Sideways 
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My First Symphony  
By Katherin Pope 
MS2, Idaho Foundations Site 

 
I stand an obedient observer  

of the code unfolding before me.  

A symphony of staff 

each taking their place 

before the music begins.  

The doctor 

the conductor 

enters the stage.  

 

You lay  

a mere 29 inches long 

on that hospital bed.  

The staccato of your tiny heart  

compressed  

just two thumbs 

against your chest.   

The metronome of breaths  

pushed into your lungs  

Keep perfect time.  

 

Airway, Breathing, Circulation,  

The only ABC’s you’ll ever know.  

 

“It’s time to bring the family back.”  

She’s Spanish, he’s French.  

Accents roll thick  

between tears.  

Your mom falls to her knees  

and begs 

for just one more movement.  

A final note ringing in the air.  

 

That music  

still with me.  
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A Patient’s Loss 
By Homa Shaarbaf 
MS3, Spokane Foundations Site 
 

I touched her hand and felt anticipatory autumn air 

I looked through the window of her abdomen 

And saw storms that lay ahead  

The forecast predicted this  

The waves of her sickness silently spreading 

 

We cut her open to find all of her pink roses had drowned, 

withered away 

The chill of it shook my frame 

Traveled up to my teeth 

They chattered away   

“Not all flowers survive a dark storm.” 

 

Her husband understood 

He was calm, almost relieved 

Months spent preparing for season's change  

He was bundled in the memory of warmer times   

 

Autumn had passed and taken all life with it 

Her make up now glimmered snowy white  

Celebrated the start of winter’s slumber 
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A Med Student’s Diary 
By KJS 
MS3, Idaho Foundations Site 

 
April 2020 

 

Her day starts suddenly, again 

like the cracking of an eggshell 

There’s no going back  

to the tranquility just before. 

 

Reality 

is harsher than the smell of cauterized flesh 

And more stark  

than blood on a fresh blouse 

Reality has long been a resting place. 

 

Medicine is safer 

than those moments between tasks 

than these days lacking structure 

than the weeks without purpose. 

 

Gone are the days  

of struggle with peace 

of venture with serenity 

Each intellectual pursuit, each insurmountable goal 

calms the internal storm 

that reality insists on pressurizing. 

 

She can’t be alone in this plight 

Troubled hearts become lovers 

Troubled souls become healers 

who aspire to treat all but one 

and are damn persistent in that affliction. 

 

The world slows yet the virus spreads 

Safe spaces include the home 

Safe spaces exclude her home 

Medicine missing most poignant  
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Reality present most unwavering. 

 

Ambition is not lacking 

as there is much to still be done 

But there is no replacement for medicine 

And reality approaches faster 

then she could ever run. 
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A tale as old as time  
By KJS 
MS3, Idaho Foundations Site 

 
Little girl 

with her pink sequined shoes 

outshone  

only by her smile 

 

Find a man to take care of you 

To cherish that shine 

That’s what they told you 

Is it not? 

 

Skipping rope becomes skipping class  

Growing girls become burgeoning women  

College must mean freedom 

College must mean choice 

 

Unshaken and 18 

Earnest is the self doctrine 

Quiet is the learned wariness 

That could never happen to me 

 

Love is a fascinating thing 

Is it not? 

Loud enough for him to forget 

No means no 

Loud enough for you to accept 

No means yes 

 

Unnerved and 18 

Perhaps this is a right of way 

You cry alone replaying that day  

Oh how he loves me 

 

Love is 

As Corinthians would say 

As patient as his tapping foot 
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waiting for your tears to stay put 

As kind as the blame 

when you finally proclaim  

me too 
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Remembrance 
By Chelsea Stevenson 
MS2, Idaho Foundations Site  

 
Cause of death: unknown 

is what I tell people 

when I talk about the day 

your weatherworn heart stopped 

 

                                                    [Inside] 

                   Decades of battle between 

                                            Light vs. dark 

                             The calm vs. the storm 

                    Cycles of anguish marked by 

            The bottles you hid in your closet 

        The cheap rock you took solace with 

                               on especially dim days 

[Outside] 

A global pandemic 

A sudden vortex 

Vomited from a nauseous sky  

In its wake: 

Death, destruction, darkness 

A thick grey weighted blanket 

lining earth’s atmosphere 

 

Was it one of those gloomy days 

and you leaned too hard on 

the bottle, the rock 

Or did your weary heart resign 

I fear for mishap 

I dread intention 

 

For now 

The storm outside rages on 

and I look for ways 

to ensure 

You are not forgotten 

in the rubble 
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My Glasses 
By Hayley Young  
MS3, Spokane Foundations Site 

My eyes still crusty under my glasses 

My mouth sour from one sip of cold, day old coffee 

Her large white breasts  

Now too exposed 

They look as young as my own 

Preserved for years 

I suppose a woman’s chest never sees the sun 

My heavy glasses 

Grown thicker and thicker  

With each year of study 

Slowly slipping 

With each compression 

Off my sweaty forehead 

Then at last the final hooks  

So desperately clinging to each ear 

Lose their grip 

My glasses fall 

With horror I watch  

As they bounce onto her pale left nipple 

And land with a loud crack on the floor 

The crowd now a fuzzy blur 

Just a few more seconds 

Until my tired arms can rest 

A man in the crowd 

Perhaps an anesthesiologist or maybe a pharmacist 

I think I can see his kind smile  

And I can just make out the rims of his own frames 

He hands me my glasses 

And I thank him  

Mark
Typewritten Text
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Between the Two 
By Hayley Young  
MS3, Spokane Foundations Site 

The little knife burned 

deeper through the thick layers of yellow blubber 

slabbed on the mother beluga whale.  

The smoke singed my hot nostrils under the plastic 

and I reached into the dark cavity 

my hand sliding into the warm space between the two. 

The white towel swallowed the hot red blood.  

It was the same white towel that I used last summer 

to clean the counters of the ice cream shop.  

And it was the same white ice cream 

that glistened and glittered  

coating the Alaskan landscape each night 

tucking it in.  

If I was so sad about my own fertility 

taken from me eight years ago 

without my permission 

then why were no tears shed under the plastic? 

Why instead  

did I feel my stomach breach 

clear saliva  

flooding my mouth  

when my hand was tucked inside this warm, dark cavity 

between the two?  
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Once More, Through the Cracks 
By Libby Young  
MS2, Spokane Foundations Site 
 

 For Tuay and Valerie and Will 
 And Miranda and Taylor and… 

 

What was it like for you? 

To hear 

A phone call 

On a quiet day intended for donuts and books? 

A cough 

A lump 

A spot 

Bleeding 

Blindsided on the green exam table. 

You knew something was wrong 

But you were too young 

For it to be what it did 

Not occur to you  

To fear. 

 

What was it like for you? 

To share 

Over and over again, your news 

That does not belong to the world: 

I have cancer.  

Yes, I know  
I am so young. 
Turns out your lungs can kill you 

At only twenty-eight. 
To be greeted so often by tears and 

Cautious offers to help your family 

As if you were already gone. 

Sharp fissured drops  

Only a reminder 

To fear. 

 

What was it like for you? 
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To sit 

Between three-year-olds with leukemia 

And grandmothers with tumors. 

Maybe they mistook you for someone’s 

Child, 

Or a parent. 

That treatment can’t be yours. 

Their eyes a brittle snow globe,  

Opening up 

To fear. 

 

What was it like for you? 

To die 

So young, of an old person’s disease.  

Broken,  

shocked whispers left behind, 

Fragile invincibility showing cracks 

Even as the whisperers forget again 

To fear. 

 

What will it be like for you? 

To live. 
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